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Summary

Objective: To demonstrate and compare the application of different genetic pro-
gramming (GP) based intelligent methodologies for the construction of rule-based
systems in two medical domains: the diagnosis of aphasia’s subtypes and the classi-
fication of pap-smear examinations.
Material: Past data representing (a) successful diagnosis of aphasia’s subtypes from
collaborating medical experts through a free interview per patient, and (b) correctly
classified smears (images of cells) by cyto-technologists, previously stained using the
Papanicolaou method.
Methods: Initially a hybrid approach is proposed, which combines standard genetic
programming and heuristic hierarchical crisp rule-base construction. Then, genetic
programming for the production of crisp rule based systems is attempted. Finally,
another hybrid intelligent model is composed by a grammar driven genetic program-
ming system for the generation of fuzzy rule-based systems.
Results: Results denote the effectiveness of the proposed systems, while they are
also compared for their efficiency, accuracy and comprehensibility, to those of an
inductive machine learning approach as well as to those of a standard genetic
programming symbolic expression approach.
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Conclusion: The proposed GP-based intelligent methodologies are able to produce
accurate and comprehensible results for medical experts performing competitive
to other intelligent approaches. The aim of the authors was the production of
accurate but also sensible decision rules that could potentially help medical doctors
to extract conclusions, even at the expense of a higher classification score achieve-
ment.
# 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. Background and literature review

The incorporation of computational intelligence in
medical diagnosis is a continuously growing field
with a large number of medical applications. Many
of the medical diagnosis procedures can be assigned
directly to intelligent data classification tasks.
These classification procedures can be divided in
two types, concerning the number of categories that
each time are classified. The first classification type
separates the data between only two classes (known
as binary classification or two-class task), and the
second type classifies the data between more than
two classes (multi-class task). For example, there
are methods for intelligent classification that han-
dle efficiently the two-class task, such as the
AdaBoost and the support vector machines. Any
multi-class problem can be substituted by, more
than one, two-class problems. Such an approach is
to build independent classification rules for each of
the classes and then run these competitive rules
simultaneously [1]. However, it is not clear how the
case of possible classification conflicts between
some of the rules would be dealt with. Moreover,
it is not clear, how the absence of a positive classi-
fication result, would be dealt with, among that kind
of competitive crisp rule-bases. This problem is
addressed in this paper where the construction of
separating rules between two classes (or two groups
of classes) is performed in a hierarchical way, creat-
ing a cooperative crisp rule-base, rather a compe-
titive one, which always results in one class. The
popularity that the rule-based solutions have gained
nowadays might be explained by the natural
decision method that humans often follow. The
latter conclusion is demonstrated for example in
the medical field, where physicians usually follow a
strategy represented by a complex classification
tree [2], proving that medical decision making often
resembles to the approaches that this paper is con-
cerned.

The other way of handling multi-class tasks, in
order to build a rule-base, is by using directly a
multi-class approach. Among the methodologies
of this type, inductive decision trees and genetic
programming (GP) have been used with success in
the past, although the complexity of the classifica-
tion task often is increased when more than two
classes are separated. These multi-class methods
can be further divided in two types. The first type,
constructs crisp cooperative and hierarchical clas-
sification rule-trees, such as Quinlan’s inductive
decision trees [3]. Although fast and robust, this
algorithm is however restricted in terms of each
rule’s (tree branch) premise set, where the expres-
sion evaluated is an inequality between an attribute
(input variable) and a value (number). Apparently, a
more generic methodology could involve, in the
rules’ premise sets, the incorporation of more com-
plex comparisons, such as combinations of expres-
sions including more than one attributes and values.
The second type of multi-class methods, constructs
fuzzy competitive or cooperative rule-bases using
for example, heuristic [4] or genetic programming
[5,6] techniques. The idea is addressed in [5,7]
where the genetic programming approach is used
to build a decision tree-like output.

Genetic programming, equipped with a proper
function set, has been proved capable in finding
optimal solutions in a reasonable time for a variety
of classification tasks [7], thus it was naturally
selected for the approaches employed in this work.
Genetic programming is an extension to the inspira-
tion of genetic algorithms (GA) [8], where the main
problem of GA concerning the fixed problem defini-
tion, is avoided by using variable-length trees
instead of fixed-sized individuals. Moreover, the
GP theory enabled the use of functional tree-nodes
that offered powerful intelligent tools like the sym-
bolic regression problem solving [7]. An extension to
the concept of standard GP is the strongly typed or
type-constrained GP [9,10]. By using the latter
approach, it is possible to construct two-valued
logic (modus ponens) expressions, which preserve
a satisfactory rate of success when used as classifi-
cation rules in a number of application domains. In
order to express these rules into a type-constrained
GP, a grammar is usually adapted.

The first model described in this paper is a crisp
rule-based discrimination system, which is success-
fully applied into two medical domains. Namely, we
implemented a simple grammar that produces
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Figure 1 Tree representation of an example program: (a
� 8) + 7(a/b).
‘‘Boolean’’ expressions for the separation between
two classes. The grammar is used to restrict the
structures of GP individuals. The separation func-
tionality remains into the GP programs by assigning
proper code segments to GP-program nodes. Com-
plete classification for a medical case, comes upon
heuristic combination of the extracted rules. The
second model described in this paper attempts to
incorporate fuzzy logic in rule-based medical deci-
sion making. The traditional (crisp) logic, although
effective in a number of application domains, is
often proved inadequate to handle classifying pro-
blems in a number of problems. Thus, in these areas,
the fuzzy logic models are usually preferred. The
simpler fuzzy rule-based (FRB) classifier can be
considered the Mamdani model using the min—
max criterion [11]. This model can be considered
as a set of competitive rules. Each rule has an
antecedent set, a fuzzy inference system and a
consequent set. Antecedent sets are used to fuzzify
the inputs using membership functions, namely to
translate a number into a fuzzy linguistic term. The
fuzzy inference system assigns the proper value to
the rule called firing strength and the consequent
set is used to characterize the output with a fuzzy
linguistic term. When a fuzzy classifier is used, the
consequent set assigns a specific class to the output.
The rule with the maximum strength is supposed to
fire, namely to give the decision output. While
simple to implement, the fuzzy rule base has to
be provided by a training procedure when domain
knowledge does not exist. Various computational
intelligence-related methods have been developed
for this reason, including neural networks (NN) [12],
genetic algorithms [13] and hybrid or, heuristic
methods [4]. Specifically, genetic algorithms [8]
have been used either for the determination of
the rule bases or the membership functions or, both
[14]. Consequently, genetic programming was used
for the training of fuzzy rule-based systems [15].

In their work [16], Alba et al. describe the use of
the GP as a search methodology in the cart-center-
ing problem, in order to produce valid fuzzy rule-
based systems, which can be directed then to a
fuzzy controller. The ability however of the GP to
maintain functional nodes inside the program struc-
ture, enables us to incorporate the functionality of a
fuzzy rule-based system directly into the GP-tree
architecture. Thus, a GP-program can behave like a
fuzzy rule-based classifier. This advance is applied
and tested in the first of the medical fields
addressed here, the aphasia domain. We implemen-
ted the grammar in such a way that it generally
satisfies the grammar used in [16]. The GP tree-
nodes were given functionality, aiming both at simu-
lating a Mamdani-FRB model using the min—max
criterion, and at producing a useful output for the
determination of the fitness value, during the train-
ing phase. Results from both crisp and fuzzy models
demonstrate the capability of the GP-training
approach to apply feature extraction and generate
cooperative or competitive rule bases.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 is an
introduction to our approach and contains details on
the intelligent methodologies used of this work.
Section 2 describes the aphasia medical domain
and presents our discussion and the results of our
implementations. Section 3 describes the pap-
smear test, a discussion and the results obtained
by our models. Finally, conclusions and suggestions
for further research are presented in Section 4.

1.2. Genetic programming as a search
methodology

Genetic and evolutionary algorithms are commonly
used in various domains where a direct search
method (e.g. back-propagation in neural networks)
cannot be applied due to the nature of the problem
[5,17,18]. In Fig. 1, is shown a simple program and
its representation in genetic programming coded
structures. In genetic programming, a population
of random trees is initially generated, representing
programs. Then, the genetic operations (crossover,
mutation, etc.) on these trees are performed.

There are generally, four types of operators in
genetic programming: crossover, mutation, repro-
duction and inversion [17,19]. Each candidate solu-
tion is evaluated based on this fitness measure.
According to [7], when the classification of a new
case is attempted, four results may derive, namely
true positive (tp), false positive (fp), true negative
(tn) and false negative (fn). From the above classi-
fication definitions, two well known measures show-
ing the expression’s efficiency can be constructed,
sensitivity and specificity. Furthermore, we often
refer to the term ‘‘rule-strength’’ in order to
express the performance of a particular rule or
diagnostic path or step, for a certain class to which
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this rule applies. In fact, rule-strength partially
contributes (in a somewhat complicated manner)
in the overall classification accuracy and when
applied on test (i.e. new) data, it also represents
the probability of correct classification of a test case
according to this rule or path.

In addition to the above, Koza [7], based on
Matthews results [20], suggests that the proper
measure for such classification problems is the cor-
relation:

C ¼ ðtp� tnÞ � ðfn� fpÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðtnþ fnÞ � ðtnþ fpÞ � ðtpþ fnÞ � ðtpþ fpÞ

p

(1)

Through the current experiments, the above cor-
relation (1) was used, as themost completemeasure
for the fitness value. The correlation ranges in
[�1,+1]. In order to have values in [0,1] the follow-
ing conversion (2) was made [7]:

F ¼ 1

2
ð1þ CÞ (2)

This fitness value ensures that subsequent gen-
erations will have better trees (programs). We
selected to incorporate into fitness values one addi-
tional factor, the simplicity. This factor is proposed
and explained in [1] and its value is defined in (3),
as:

simplicity : :¼ S ¼ M� 0:5N � 0:5

M� 1
(3)

where M stands for the maximum size of trees
allowed in the present application (in nodes), and
N stands for the examined solution’s size (in nodes).
In [1], it is proposed a direct multiplication of this
factor to fitness. However, in our experiments we
observed that the spread of this factor from 0.5 to 1
although it helps producing small (simple) expres-
sions, it restricts the search space. The modified
simplicity introduced here, receives the following
value according to (4):

ModSimplicity : :¼D ¼ M� RN � ð1� RÞ
M� 1

(4)

where
R : :¼ð100 � HÞ=100 andH : :¼ 1:005ð100� 100=TÞ.

Here, T stands for the size of the training set, M
stands for themaximum size of trees as above, and N
stands for the examined solution’s size also as
above. Consequently, the fitness value used, corre-
sponds to the following formula (5):

F ¼ 1

2
ðDð1þ CÞÞ (5)

Our experimentation with the crisp rule-based
models proved that this model is capable in restrict-
ing the solution size without, at the same time,
restricting the search space.

As the algorithm allocates a large proportion of
computer memory during the training phase, the
current genetic methodology used, has adopted a
steady-state genetic process [21,34], instead of the
classic paradigm described by Koza that contains
two populations. The tournament selection [22] was
used, as this is the most widely used among the
genetic software. We also used a kill tournament
process that replaces the worst of two randomly
selected individuals. Finally, we selected to apply
crossover 70% of the time, mutation 20% of the time,
and straight copy 10% of the time. The crossover
used in our approach is a subtree-crossover.

1.3. Genetic programming for the
generation of crisp rule-based systems

The approach that constructs crisp rule-based sys-
tems is based upon the theory that a rule would be
more comprehensible for humans if it contained
logical (boolean) expressions, rather than a math-
ematical formula that is extracted by standard GP
routines. Thus, it could be easily interpretable and,
possibly could be able to extract useful knowledge
for the experts. Therefore, we selected the follow-
ing operators as candidates to be part of an expres-
sion:
(a) If
GT (arg1, arg2): if arg1 > arg2 returns true
(1), else returns false (0)
(b) If
LT (arg1, arg2): if arg1< arg2 returns true (1),
else returns false (0)
(c) If
GTE (arg1, arg2): if arg1 � arg2 returns true
(1), else returns false (0)
(d) If
LTE (arg1, arg2): if arg1� arg2 returns true
(1), else returns false (0)
(e) If
BT (arg1, arg2, arg3): returns true (1) if arg1<
arg2 and arg2 < arg3 (between)
(f) If
BTE (arg1, arg2, arg3): returns true (1) if
arg1� arg2 and arg2� arg3 (between or equal)
(g) A
ND (arg1, arg2): returns true (1) if arg1 is true
(1) and arg2 is true (1), else returns false (0)
(h) O
R (arg1, arg2): returns true (1) if arg1 is true
(1) or arg2 is true (1), else returns false (0)
(i) N
OT (arg1): returns true (1) if arg1 is true (0),
else returns false (0)
Our genetic programming approach for producing
crisp rule-based systems can be described within the
following steps:

For each class-i, i = 1, 2, . . ., k,
1. D
iscriminate class-i from the remaining ones i +
1, . . ., i + k � 1.
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2. A
pply genetic programming for the discrimina-
tion of the two subsets formed through step 1.
3. E
xtract the discriminating rule for steps 1, 2 and
check if all, k classes have been attached to a
discriminating rule. If yes, then build a complete
rule-base, else repeat process for the remaining
classes to be discriminated.
4. I
f the overall classification performance of the
rule-base is adequate then stop, else check other
meaningful class combinations for obtaining dis-
criminating rules, then apply genetic program-
ming to these combinations and add the arising
extra rules to the existing rule-base.
Table 1 BNF grammar of simple example program
trees

Grammar used for a simple example tree

<EXPR> ::= <EXPR> <OP>
<EXPR> j <VAR> j <NUMBER>

<OP> ::= � j * j /
<VAR> ::= a j b
<NUMBER> ::= 7 j 8
According to the nature of the data and the
difficulty to separate between specific classes, mod-
ifications were made, when needed, to the above
methodology. For example, the step 1, shown
above, may describe the separation between groups
of classes, instead of single ones. Although this
procedure leads finally to a more complex rule
network (see Appendix A), it enables the production
of more simple rules that, in most cases encoun-
tered, were comprehensible by experts.

1.4. Genetic programming for the
generation of fuzzy rule-based systems

In common implementations of GP, two types of
nodes exist, which determine correspondingly two
sets. Koza et al. [5,7] defines as functional nodes
those, which take arguments and terminal nodes
those, which do not take arguments. Although this
simple characterization is sufficient to produce
numerical expressions, there are cases where a
stricter tree-hierarchy has to be defined. This hier-
archy is used to describe the form of valid programs,
thus reducing the search space of the GP [23].
Among various approaches to guide the tree archi-
tecture [24,25], the incorporation of a grammar [26]
offers the advantage of producing trees containing
no ‘‘introns’’ (i.e. segments of code inside a program
producing no effect in the program’s evaluation).
Hence, such a grammar is usually adopted, which
describes the programs’ structure, in order to
ensure the validity of new individuals. A common
notation to express these grammars is the Backus
Naur Form (BNF). The BNF grammar consists of
terminal nodes and non-terminal nodes and is repre-
sented by the set {N, T, P, S} where N is the set of
non-terminals, T is the set of terminals, P is the set
of production rules and S is a member of N corre-
sponding to the starting symbol.

For example, consider a grammar expressing
simple trees, which can produce the expression
F ¼ ða� 8Þ þ 7ða=bÞ. It will be composed by the
following sets:

N ¼ fEXPR;OPg; T ¼ f�; �; =; a; b; 7; 8g;
S ¼ < EXPR>

Then, P is expressed as shown in Table 1:
It should be noted that the use of the terms

terminal and non-terminal in a BNF grammar, is
not corresponding to what Koza defines as terminal
and function. Rather, a function (a non-terminal
node in terms of the GP tree architecture) is
expressed as terminal in a BNF grammar as it is seen
in Table 1. To avoid confusion, the use of the terms
GP-function and GP-terminal (instead of the ambig-
uous terms function and terminal) has been pro-
posed by [27] and is adopted throughout this paper.
The construction of the production rules is the most
critical point in the creation of a BNF grammar, since
these rules express the permissible structures of an
individual. In this paper, the BNF grammars are used
for the representation of crisp and fuzzy rule-based
classifiers into individuals. Additionally, the nodes of
a program are active, by means of implementing a
fuzzy inference rule-based system. Our intention
was also to ensure that the resulting tree could
be directly driven later in a fuzzy controller or fuzzy
software (that it builds competitive fuzzy if—then
classifying rules). The definition of the grammar is
shown in Table 2.

In this example, the grammar describes a model
of a fuzzy system with four inputs and one output.
One of the inputs is considered to have different
value range than the others. Thus, two groups of
antecedent sets (groups A and B) are constructed,
each of them covering the different value range of
the according inputs, having also a different number
of antecedent sets. Alternatively, we suggest that
normalization could be applied to the input data
during preprocessing. Based on the above grammar,
a sample program is shown in Fig. 2. The contour
section corresponds to the following rule:

If X1 is large and X2 is small then Y is class 1.
As stated previously, in order to implement a

Mamdani fuzzy model with the min—max criterion,
we select the minimum weight of antecedent sets
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Table 2 BNF grammar of program trees (trees are in a
prefix notation), with words in bold denoting valid
program nodes

Grammar used for the GP-tree

<TREE> ::= <RL> j <RULE>
<RL> ::= RL <TREE> <TREE>
<RULE> ::= RULE <COND> <CLASS>
<COND> ::= <IF_A> j <IF_B> j <AND>
<IF_A> ::= IF_A <INP_A> <FS_A>
<IF_B> ::= IF_B <INP_B> <FS_B>
<AND> ::= AND <COND> <COND>
<CLASS> ::= THEN <OUT> <CLASS_VALUE>
<FS_A> ::= S_A j M_A j L_A
<FS_B> ::= VS_B j S_B j M_B j L_B j VL_B
<INP_A> ::= X1
<INP_B> ::= X2 j X3 j X4
<CLASS_VALUE> ::= CLASS1 j CLASS2 j CLASS3 . . .
<OUT> ::= Y

Table 3 Functions adapted in GP-implementation for simu

Function Operation

RL (arg1, arg2) If absolute (arg
RULE (arg1, arg2) Return arg1*arg
IF_A (arg1, arg2) Fuzzify (arg1),
IF_B (arg1, arg2) Fuzzify (arg1),
AND (arg1, arg2) Return minimum
THEN (arg1, arg2) If arg1 = arg2 t
L_A, M_A, L_B, etc. Return a consta
CLASS1, CLASS2, etc. Return a consta
X1, X2, etc. System inputs (
Y System output

Figure 2 Genetic programming tree architect
for each rule and the rule with the maximum weight
is the one that fires.

The GP-functions used to describe the fuzzy
methodology correspond to the words with bold
in Table 2. In Table 3 we present their function-
ality.

It is worth to note that the fuzzification happens
in IF_A and IF_B nodes. For example, if the imple-
mentation uses Gaussian membership, then for a
given Gaussian range a (standard for each of the
IF_A and IF_B nodes), a center c = arg2 and a value x
= arg1, the node output will be given by the follow-
ing formula (6):

n ¼ e�1=2ððx�cÞ=aÞ2 (6)

The THEN node returns 1 if for the examining
example the output (arg1) belongs to the class
lation of a Mamdani-classifier behavior

1) > absolute (arg2) then return arg1; else return arg2
2
based on the (arg2) value, return weight
based on the (arg2) value, return weight
(arg1, arg2)

hen return 1; else return �1
nt value (e.g 0 for L_A, 10 for M_A, 500 for L_B etc.)
nt value (e.g. 1 for CLASS1, 2 for CLASS2, etc.)
assuming a numerical value)
(assuming a numerical value)

ure of fuzzy rule-based classifying systems.
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described by arg2, else it returns �1. The reason to
use this methodology, together with the RL working,
is to be able to know (when the tree evaluation
is complete) whether the rule, which fired, was true
or false. If the fired rule describes a false conse-
quent set, the program value will be negative. While
a program describes a full rule base, during the
training phase will produce either positive or nega-
tive values based on the training set records. The
fitness value is comprised here by the following Eq.
(7):

F ¼
Xn�1

t¼0

ð1 : ft> 0j0 : ft � 0Þ (7)

where, F is the program fitness, t is a record in the
training set, n is the number of training records, and
ft is the program output for the record t. Incorpora-
tion of the simplicity factor was not encountered
here, while large solutions, due to the grammar
definition, can still be easily interpreted.

Due to the considerably large parameter space,
mutation plays an important role in our model,
while in [16], only the crossover operator is neces-
sary. Shrink mutation was proved valuable in redu-
cing the code bloat caused by crossover operations,
which often drove the solution in self-repeating rule
bases. The initialization of the population was ran-
dom with respect to the grammar rules. The applied
restrictions were the following:
(a) D
1

uring initialization, the root node must be a
<TREE>1 type node.
(b) C
rossover is allowed only between equal type
nodes.
(c) N
ode mutation is allowed only in terminal nodes
and the new value must be of the same type.
(d) S
hrink mutation is allowed only between
<TREE> type nodes, or between <COND> type
nodes.
As seen from the above, we applied random
initialization based on the grammar production
rules. Obviously, the optimal classification score is
dependent on the proper selection of membership
functions. To solve this problem, we may follow a
variety of approaches. A histogram analysis of the
values for each input may reveal areas where these
values are concentrated. Alternatively, domain
knowledge may help in the determination of mem-
bership functions. Another approach is to leave the
genetic programming process to compute the mem-
bership functions. However, with the latter imple-
mentation, the search space for the GP increases
See Table 2 for <TREE> and <COND> expressions.
dramatically, and we consider that it should be
avoided if prior domain knowledge exists. An exam-
ple of this approach could be a three-parameter
function IF_Gauss (arg1, arg2, arg3) instead of the
IF_A and IF_B functions, where arg1 is the input
value, arg2 is the center of Gaussian and arg3 is the
width of the Gaussian. The arguments arg2 and arg3
may be derived by number nodes or as results of
numerical operations implemented in sub-trees.

1.5. Comparison with other intelligent
approaches

A number of other techniques can be applied to
either the aphasia or the pap-smear data, in order to
acquire a model for efficient decision-making. How-
ever, due to the nature of the selected application
domains (i.e. nominal values of the attributes used,
objective nature of the data values), we selected to
present comparative results from:
(a) S
tandard algorithms that perform top—down
induction of decision trees using information
entropy criteria.
(b) C
ommon genetic programming for symbolic
regression task.
The standard computational intelligence metho-
dology used for producing automated domain-
dependent expert knowledge by mining the medical
data, belongs to the area of inductive machine
learning [28,29]. Inductive learning tools and tech-
niques have been widely applied during the last two
decades in various domains [30] for their compre-
hensibility, as well as for their ability to generalize
from processing with large databases and high com-
plexity domains of application. Usually, but not
exclusively, the inductive learning approaches con-
struct decision trees [3], by applying an intelligent
approach for reducing either the complexity of the
search space, or the size of the tree produced,
known as the ‘‘divide-and-conquer’’ approach.
Regarding the handling of complexity by inductive
decision trees, note for example that, according to
combinatorial theory, there are more than 1013 ways
to partition a set containing 20 items, while an
inductive tree forms a competitive classifier for
these items in only a few nodes and in a very short
time, by observing a number of pre-classified exam-
ples for these items.

Quinlan’s approach [3,28] is the most widely used
in machine learning for its comprehensibility and
simplicity in data processing. The present work
applies the well-known Quinlan’s approach called
C4.5, [28], which generally works as follows:
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Given (a) a set of observational statements (i.e.
attribute value vectors) each of which is assigned to
a certain class, and (b) a universe of classes, find a
set of discriminative descriptions between classes.

The algorithm leads to the generation of a deci-
sion tree, in which leaves are class names and nodes
represent attribute-based tests with branches for
each possible outcome. Since all available cases
belong to different classes, the algorithm attempts
to split them into subsets, by the divide and conquer
principle, see [28]. The quantitative criterion for
splitting the set of the initial statements to subsets
in order to form the tree, is based on information
entropy measurements.

The symbolic regression task, performed by a
common genetic programming procedure, produces
mathematical expressions that can be used for dis-
crimination between classes based on their value.
For example, when classifying between two classes
(or two groups of classes) zero or positive valuesmay
imply the first class and correspondingly, negative
values may anticipate the second class.
2. The aphasia problem

2.1. Description of aphasia

Speech is the major instrument of communication in
human beings. Loss or disturbance of speech is a
severe handicap in daily living. Aphasia is a distur-
banceofcomprehensionand formulationof language.
Because the human brain consists of vast neuronal
networks located inmany functional cerebral regions,
the aphasic symptoms, which are produced by
damage in these networks, can differ. Thus different
major aphasia profiles can be distinguished:

Broca aphasia (also called motor or expressive
aphasia): In Broca aphasia the disturbances of the
expressive language functions are more prominent
than disturbances of the receptive language func-
tions. The patients speak non-fluently with labored,
slow, and impaired articulation. One major symp-
tom is agrammatism (or telegram style), which is a
reduction of the sentences to only a few words.
Nevertheless, the utterances of Broca aphasics
make sense and comprehension of language may
be affected less.

Wernicke’s aphasia (also called sensory or recep-
tive aphasia): The speech of Wernicke’s aphasics is
fluent and the articulation is good. In contrast the
sentences do not have much sense because the
patient produces both literal paraphasias (where
sounds within the words are changed or left out)
and verbal paraphasias (where wrong words are
used). Some patients produce absolutely meaning-
less sentences (jargon) or words (neologisms). Com-
prehension and repetition is severely impaired.

Global aphasia (also called total aphasia): Global
aphasia is a very severe language disturbance,
where all language modalities are affected. Often
no communication is possible at all.

Anomic aphasia: The spontaneous speech of
anomic patients is fluent and grammatically correct,
but these patients have difficulties in the retrieval
of words. The word finding difficulties may generate
pauses and circumlocutions. Comprehension and
repetition are relatively normal.

Conduction aphasia: In conduction aphasia the
repetition of spoken words is severely disturbed,
whereas the comprehension is apparently good.
Literal paraphasias are common (where sounds
within the words are changed or left out).

2.2. Neurolinguistic test batteries

Clinical diagnosis of the type of aphasia is made from
an expert through a free interview. This can lead to
different evaluations and characterizations of the
aphasia syndrome dependent on the individual
exploration. To compare such evaluations inter-indi-
vidually it is necessary to standardize such exam-
inations. Standardized examinations are also useful
for comparison of different test profiles of one
patient to define, e.g. the benefit of a therapy.
Major comprehensive language tests in English
speaking countries are the Western aphasia battery
(WAB) and the Boston diagnostic aphasia examina-
tion (BDAE). In German speaking countries the
Aachen aphasia test (AAT) is the commonly used
test battery. Because the AATwas used for evalua-
tion of language function in this database this test
will be described in detail.

2.3. The Aachen aphasia test

The first part is an evaluation of spontaneous speech
[31]. Six sub-tests are used to characterize six dif-
ferent levels of spontaneous speech. Because the
different aphasia types have different failures
regarding these levels, spontaneous speech can be
used for a fast diagnosis of the type of aphasia.
There are six subtypes (P0—P5, range: 0—5 points).
The ‘‘token test’’ (T0, range: 0—100) is a general
test of comprehension of language. The patient has
to choose the right token out of a set of tokens
different in shape, color, or size. The ‘‘token test’’
has five subtests of increasing levels of difficulty
(T1—T5, range: 0—10 points). The third test is a test
of repetition (N0, range: 0—100). The patient has to
repeat different sounds, words or sentences. It
consists of five subtests (N1—N5, range: 0—30
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points). The test written language (C0, range: 0—
100) is an evaluation of reading and writing func-
tions. It consists of three subtests (C1—C3, range:
0—30 points). The confrontation naming test (B0,
range: 0—100) is an evaluation of the capability of
the patient to describe things or situations or
actions with the right words. It consists of four
subtests (B1—B4, range: 0—30 points). The compre-
hension test (V0, range: 0—100) evaluates the pos-
sibility of the patient to understand words or
sentences accurately. Its two subtests evaluate
the processing of heard and read words or sentences
(V1—V2, range: 0—60 points).

2.4. The aphasia problem methodology

The methodology suggested for the aphasia domain
mainly applies genetic programming to the aphasia
data used in [32]. Two models were constructed in
order to classify aphasia cases. The first model is a
crisp rule-based system featuring two separate sub-
models: the first one (denoted as CRBS-GP1,
explained later) classifies between four aphasia
subtypes and the second one (denoted as CRBS-
GP2) tries to discriminate among the full data set.
The first model uses a dataset similar to the one
presented in the work of [33], in order to provide a
comparative result between a neural network-
based approach and the current one. This heuristic
methodology is expanded to the second model
(CRBS-GP2) among all aphasia subtypes. Then, a
GP model for the production of fuzzy rule-based
systems (denoted as FRBS-GP, also explained later)
is implemented. The latter, is tested in the four-
class problem, in order to obtain results comparable
to previous works.

Two more standard methods are initially applied
to the aphasia data. First, machine learning results,
give a comparison measure. Then, a standard appli-
cation of genetic programming symbolic regression
process is implemented. These results are discussed
in the last subsection of the aphasia section, in
comparison to those acquired by the proposed
approaches.

2.5. Results and discussion for the aphasia
problem

2.5.1. Machine learning
Initially, several runs were performed with the use
of C4.5 for various settings on a data set consisting
of 262 cases, classified to all known kinds of aphasia
mentioned in Section 2.1, above. A training set
accuracy ranging from 65 to 89% was obtained with
most misclassifications occurring in classes Broca,
Wernicke and Residual (the algorithm was not able
to generalize adequately over these classes in most
experimentation settings). A 10-fold cross-valida-
tion was also attempted, showing a similar perfor-
mance to the abovementioned, while the overall
accuracy was ranging between 65 and 72%. Boosting,
an algorithmic technique that normally generates
better solutions with a less comprehensible out-
come [34,35,36], did not really seem to improve
the algorithm’s performance. According to the med-
ical experts some of the results were found too
simple, maybe poor. It seems that more information
is needed in order to become useful for medical
doctors. The acquired rule set sometimes sounds
correct to the experts but they would definitely
expect more conditions to be examined simulta-
neously in most cases. When rules become more
complex (i.e. 4—5 premise parts) on the other side,
it is very difficult to give a definite opinion whether
they seem correct or not.

One rule appears to the expert to be complete
and good for Broca. This one is:

Rule 1 (cover 39): If {P3 > 2} and {P5 � 2} and {N0
� 76} and {N3 > 12} and {V0 > 27} and {V1 > 38} !
(then) class B (Broca) [0.902]

Then, another rule seems adequate for the diag-
nosis of Wernicke:

Rule 4 (cover 29): If {P1 > 3} and {P2 � 4} and {P5
> 2} and {N5 � 22} and {V0 � 62} and {V1 > 38} !
(then) class W (Wernicke) [0.935]

The experts have characterized three more pro-
duced rules as complete and correct. They all refer
to Conduction aphasia, they cover 6, 8 and 14 cases
respectively, and their probability of correct classi-
fication of a new case ranges between 81.3 and 90%.
All rules referring to Global aphasia score badly. On
the contrary, there are more rules referring to Broca
that seem interesting, complete and correct to the
expert. The aphasia subclass known as Residual
aphasia seems to be related only to ‘‘light symp-
toms’’.

2.5.2. Standard genetic programming
As a second step, we applied a standard approach of
genetic programming for forming decision trees of
specific max length, by combining different opera-
tors/functions, in a way that the outcome is such,
that represents accurately all the training data of
aphasia used. In the standard GP approach, the data
set was decided to consist of a selection of 146
cases, which described four (4) major types of
aphasia. These types were Anomic aphasia (also
denoted as class 1), Broca aphasia (class 2), Global
aphasia (class 3), Wernicke aphasia (class 4).

We selected for the training set 74 cases and for
the test set 72 cases (approximately 50% of the data
was selected as test set, for a fair comparison). The
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Table 4 Classification accuracy for the standard GP
model on aphasia data

Rule # Correct classification
in the test set (%)
intention was to produce three rules in a form of a
mathematical expression that, according to a heur-
istic classification scheme, would perform the fol-
lowing tasks:
1 96.49
2 80
(a) R
Ta

Ru

1

2

3

ule 1 distinguishes class 1 from classes 2—4
3 95.83
(b) R
ule 2 distinguishes class 2 from classes 3 and 4
Overall (worst case) 90.77

(c) R
ule 3 distinguishes class 3 from 4

y using this methodology, an expert could the-
B
oretically take a decision on a patient case, by a-

pplying the rules starting from Rule #1, until a
positive result is found. If no positive result is found,
the case is assumed to belong to class #4 (Wernike
aphasia). This approach is expected to offer an a-
dvantage in the training process of such a classifica-
tion system, especially for the extraction of Rules #2
and #3. Rules #2 and #3 will use a data set that will
not contain cases from class 1 and cases from classes
1 and 2, respectively. The idea is that first the tr-
aining process is accelerated with the use of a s-
maller training set and then, with this approach is
very likely to discover a simpler rule.

The classification was applied using the result of
the mathematical expression. If the result was zero
(0) or positive, then a true value was considered,
while negative result denoted false outcome. In the
training set we obtained an overall classification
accuracy of 100%. In detail, the corresponding clas-
sification accuracy of each produced rule for the
test set is shown in the Table 4.

The types of operators used in the above genetic
process were addition, subtraction, multiplication
and protected division (denoted also as pdiv). Pro-
tected division returns the value of one (1) when the
denominator equals zero (0), in order to achieve
closure in genetic programs. We also included the
hyperbolic function (tanh), a rather popular transfer
function in neural network approaches. The
resulted formulas are shown in Table 5.

As it is observable, these results are not easily
interpretable in terms of medical decision making in
practice, still they appear to be more accurate
among the other genetic programming approaches
for aphasia in this paper. Moreover, they may poten-
tially help the medical doctor in revealing the fea-
ble 5 Standard GP symbolic regression formulas for the

le # Mathematical expression

((pdiv ((tanh ((tanh (tanh (V0
((pdiv (N1, T2)) � T5)))), P5))
(((pdiv ((pdiv ((�58 * P5), (pd
((�76 + (pdiv (9, 30)))+ (tanh
(pdiv ((pdiv ((P1 * T4), V0)), C
((tanh (C3 * P4)) � P5)
tures that were promoted for the construction of
these mathematical expressions. For example, Rule
#3 makes use of only three features promoting only
variables C3, P4 and P5 among the full feature set.

2.5.3. CRBS-GP: Genetic programming for the
production of crisp rule-based systems

2.5.3.1. First GP-model: CRBS-GP1. We performed
nine (9) runs for each rule, using a population of
10,000 programs (i.e. trees). The algorithm execu-
tion was terminated when the fitness value was
becoming larger than (0.999). Every 1/10 of a gen-
eration is recorded the population’s best solution,
and a check in the test set is performed. According
to [7], throughout the execution of the algorithm,
the expression that obtains good performance in the
training and also in the test set is selected. Not
always we obtain this expression at the end of the
execution. In most cases, aphasia experiments have
shown that the algorithmic execution ends with a
rather complicated expression, which performs
excellent in the training set, but has poor perfor-
mance in the test set (these are typical cases of
over-fitting). The following simple rules are pro-
posed to distinguish among the four types of apha-
sia:
(a) R
aph

))) *
* (3
iv ((
(tan
3)))
ule #1: If N5 (repetition of sentences) is
greater than or equal to 23 then there is Anomic
aphasia, which classifies correctly the 97.33% of
training cases and the 95.15% of test cases
representing Anomic aphasia.
(b) R
ule #2a: If P5 (syntactic structure) is greater
than or equal to P3 (semantic structure) then
asia domain

((tanh ((tanh ((pdiv (N1, P5)) � T5)) * N1)) *
1 � N5))
(�79 + (pdiv (9, V0))) + (tanh (tanh (C2)))),
h (C2)))))))), ((P1 * T4) � (T4 * P5))))+ (T4 + P5)) *
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Table 6 Training set and test set records of each class
for CRBS-GP2 on aphasia data

Class # Training set Test set
there is Broca aphasia, which classifies correctly
the 84.13% of training cases representing Broca
aphasia and the 86.2% of test cases.
records records
(c) R
Anomic 12 12
Broca 21 21
Wernicke 24 23
Conduction 10 9
ule #3: If P5 (syntactic structure)is less than or
equal to 1 then there is Global aphasia, which
classifies correctly the 100% of training cases
and the 97.30% of test cases, representing Glo-
bal aphasia.
Residual 12 12

Transcortical 4 2
Global 17 16
However, it should be noted that more accurate
(and complex) formulas have been obtained for Rule
#2a (which distinguishes Broca from Global and
Wernicke). The most accurate of these, classifies
correctly the 100% of the abovementioned Broca
training cases and the 91.38% of corresponding test
cases. Its type is given below:
� R
ule #2b: (IfLTE (IfGT (IfBTE (IfLT T0 V0)(IfGTE
(IfBT P5 B4 B3)(IfGTE B3 T2)) B3)(IfBTE P3
P5 P1))(IfBTE (IfGT T3 P3)(NOT (IfBT B3
V081))(NOT C3))
When the above formula returns zero (0), pre-
sence of Broca aphasia is assumed. Another type
with comparative performance, but less complex is
the following:
� R
ule #2c: (OR (IfBTE T4 C3 T4) (OR (IfBTE P3 P5 P1)
(OR (IfBTE 3 P5 P1) (IfLTE C3 P2))))
Table 7 Rules and separation intention for CRBS-GP2
on aphasia data, with the classes shown for each rule
denoting also the corresponding training and test set
used for that rule

Rule # Separation
class

(Class) to have
separation from

1 Global All others
2 Anomic Broca and Wernicke
3 Anomic Transcortical
4 Anomic Conduction
5 Anomic Residual
6 Broca Wernicke
7 Broca Transcortical
8 Broca Residual
9 Broca Conduction

10 Wernicke Transcortical
11 Transcortical Conduction and Residual
12 Wernicke Residual
13 Wernicke Conduction
14 Conduction Residual
Rule 2c classifies correctly 100% of the training
cases and 86.20% of the test cases. When zero is
returned, presence of Broca aphasia is assumed. As
it may be observed, the above expressions can be
further simplified while parts of these formulas
produce no explicit result (usually referred as
introns).

2.5.3.2. Second GP-model: CRBS-GP2. The second
model intends to extend the previous model, aiming
at obtaining a global classifier between all types of
aphasia. The available data were separated again in
two halves. The first half was used to train the
system and the second half to test it. After each
termination of the training procedure, the expres-
sion obtaining best results in both, the training and
the test data, was selected. With this selection, the
intention was to choose those expressions that could
generalize adequately, thus avoiding solutions over-
fitted to the training set [7]. Table 6 shows the data
used for each of the abovementioned tasks. Despite
the fact that Transcortical aphasia cases were very
limited, we attempted to introduce rules for this
class, too. Finally in this model, Residual aphasia,
although not consisting a certain subtype of aphasia,
was also considered for classification and rule pro-
duction, since it consists a different type of diag-
nosis within the entire aphasia database.

After data separation into training and test
groups, the rules presented in Table 7 were
extracted. This selection was made in order to be
able to apply a global classifier (by subsequent
application of rules) as it is presented in Fig. 6
(see Appendix A). Both training and test data were
randomly created in such a way that they would
fairly contain an adequate number of cases of all
classes.

After the training process, the rules achieving the
best performance both in training and in test data
(indicating generalizing abilities or, success in test
data) are presented in Table 8. Sensitivity and spe-
cificity of value one (1) denote perfect perfor-
mance, whereas value of zero (0) denotes poor
performance (see Table 8). Simplicity values are
normalized in [0,1], with value of zero (0) denoting
a 150-node expression and value of one (1) denoting
a single node expression.
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Table 8 Aphasia results for CRBS-GP2, with fitness of 1 denoting a perfect fit on the selected set

Rule # Training data Test data Simplicity

Fitness Sensitivity Specificity Missed
cases

Fitness Sensitivity Specificity Missed
cases

1 0.982175 1 0.988095 1 0.924842 0.875 0.974684 4 1
2 1 1 1 0 0.912479 0.9 0.955556 3 0.375839
3 1 1 1 0 0.787879 0.909091 0.666667 2 0.986577
4 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.95302
5 1 1 1 0 0.91986 0.846154 1 2 0.912752
6 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.939597
7 1 1 1 0 0.465497 0.95 0 3 0.959732
8 1 1 1 0 0.968807 1 0.923077 1 0.959732
9 0.963134 1 0.909091 1 0.920635 0.952381 0,888889 2 0.926175

10 1 1 1 0 0.845782 1 0.5 1 0.959732
11 1 1 1 0 0.898862 1 0.954545 1 0.986577
12 1 1 1 0 0.936594 0.956522 0.916667 2 0.926175
13 0.960985 0.96 1 1 0.838887 0.88 0.857143 4 0.852349
14 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.966443
Sensitivity and specificity of each rule, are
important to be known, while in a subsequent
application of these rules, the overall accuracy
of the final diagnosis is derived by these values
depending on the partial outcome of each rule
(e.g. true/false). For example, if for the classifica-
tion of a case, three (3) rules are to be applied
subsequently, and their partial outcomes are ‘‘no’’,
‘‘no’’ and ‘‘yes’’ correspondingly, then the prob-
ability of correct classification for a new (test) case
according to the above decision path, derives by
multiplying the specificity values of the first two
rules, times the sensitivity value of the third rule.
These derived rules are presented in Table 9. The
Table 9 Extracted aphasia rules for the CRBS-GP2 model

Rule # Formula

1 (P5)
2 (AND 6 (IfBTE (OR N5 T1) (IfLTE (NOT (AND C

(OR B4 C2) (IfGTE (IfBTE N3 N549) (IfGTE B1
(IfGTE 111 N4) T1)) T1) (IfBTE P1 N1 N5))) (
(IfBT T5 B1 N5)) (IfLTE (IfLTE (IfBT T5 (IfBT
(OR (IfLT P5 P3) T1)))) (IfBTE (IfLTE T1 B3) B

3 (IfGT (T5 C3))
4 (IfGT (IfBT N5 N3 B1) (IfLTE C1 N4))
5 (OR (IfLT (IfLT (IfLT P3 T3) (IfLT B3 C3)) (IfLT
6 (AND (IfLTE P5 P1) (IfGTE (NOT C3) (IfGT 3 P
7 (IfGTE (IfGT N4 V2) (IfGT T0 C3))
8 (OR (IfLTE 26 B4) (IfLTE 25 N5))
9 (IfLT (IfLT (IfBT C2 N3 C1) (IfLT P5 P3)) (IfLT

10 (IfGT (IfGT N4 B2) (IfLTE N5 C1))
11 (IfLTE (T3 C3))
12 (IfBTE (IfLTE (IfLTE P1 P2) (IfGT T4 P2)) (IfG
13 (AND (IfLT N4 C2) (IfBTE (OR T1 (IfGTE N3 B

(NOT (IfLT B3 N3))))
14 (IfGTE (NOT P4) (IfGT 75 N0))
format of their presentation follows the S-expres-
sion type (Lisp-like or prefix notation), a common
practice in presentations of GP-results.

These rules might be applied individually,
depending on the diagnosis requirements. However,
they are sufficient in order to provide a full-classi-
fication scheme. Therefore, the flowchart in Fig. 6
(see Appendix A) is proposed. The percentages in
parentheses after each rule represent the correct
classification in both training and test set.

The obtained results are considered adequately
accurate and thus, they could be possibly useful, for
the construction of an automated advisory tool
performing aphasia classification of new cases.
0 (OR (IfLT (NOT (IfGT (OR (OR (IfLTE (NOT (IfGT (IfGT
B2))) (IfBT N5 N1 B3))) (NOT V2)) (IfBT B3

OR (NOT (IfBT (OR B4 C2) B1 N5)) (IfLT (NOT
(NOT (OR C2 T1)) (IfGTE 113 N5) T1) N5) V2) N5))))
38)) (NOT (IfBT T5 B1 N5))))

E 93 B0)) (NOT T5))
5)))

P0 P1))

TE P4 T5) N0)
1)) (NOT (NOT (IfGT (OR -32 C3) (IfLTE N3 B4))))
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Table 10 GP parameters for the aphasia problem using the FRBS-GP approach

Genetic programming parameters

Available data records (concerning
four major types of aphasia)

145

Data used for training 78 (54% of the available data, containing
fairly distributed cases from all classes)

Data used for testing 67 (46% of the available data, containing
fairly distributed cases from all classes)

Population 2000 individuals
GP implementation Steady-state grammar-driven GP
Selection Tournament with elitist strategy
Tournament size 6
Crossover rate 0.6
Overall mutation rate 0.4
Node mutation rate (proportional to overall mutation rate) 0.4
Shrink mutation rate (proportional to overall mutation rate) 0.6
Killing anti-tournament size 2
Maximum allowed formula size 200 tree-nodes per individual

Figure 3 Fitness of the best individual during training
for the FRBS-GP approach.
Comprehensibility is also rated adequate for each
independent rule, in most cases. Generalization
ability is also rated high, as the final outcome is
easily represented in a flow diagram and seems to be
able to classify new aphasia cases by only using a
rather limited number of attributes and conditions
of relatively abstractive form.

2.5.4. FRBS-GP: Genetic programming for the
production of fuzzy rule-based systems
Since different physicians perform the aphasia’s
score ratings, fuzziness in these ratings is to be
expected [37]. This diagnosis of aphasia’s subtypes
has gained recently the focus of various computa-
tional intelligence implementations [33,38]. Thus,
our intention was to use this data in order to con-
struct a Mamdani-fuzzy classifier. We decided to use
Gaussian membership functions, due to resem-
blance to the normal distribution, which may por-
tray the scoring’s deviations from characteristic
values. For inputs P0—P5 three (3) Gaussian mem-
bership functions were used: small, medium and
large, having centers in 0, 2.5 and 5 respectively,
and a width of 2.5. For the rest of the parameters,
eleven (11) Gaussian membership functions were
available by the grammar, each of them having
width of 10 and center ranging from 0 to 100 (by
a step of 10 values for incrementing the model’s
efficiency). By using two different sets of member-
ship functions in the system design, it is not neces-
sary to normalize the data. However, normalization
should be applied for practical reasons related to
the size of the genetic programming function
set (e.g. if every parameter had a different value
range). The system parameters are presented
in Table 10. In order to compare the model’s effi-
ciency with previous works in this domain, we
selected to classify four of the major aphasia’s
subtypes: Broca, Wernicke, Global and Anomic
aphasia. The training set size and the test set size
were formed in a way similar to these previous
works.

Fig. 3 shows the best individual’s fitness during
training. The classification results are presented in
Table 11. They are presented together with previous
research using neural networks [33].

The solution obtained from the FRBS-GPapproach
was accomplished after 1786 generations. It consists
of a set of eleven (11) fuzzy competitive rules in the
if—then form, which classifies correctly 88.5% (69
out of 78 cases) of the training set. The Rx fuzzy set’s
name can be translated as ‘‘is about X’’. For exam-
ple, the R40 fuzzy set has a meaning of ‘‘is about
40’’, the R0 fuzzy set has a meaning of ‘‘is about 0’’
etc. The above rules belong to a fuzzy rule base.
For every new patient case examined, the first
step corresponds to the fuzzification of the input
data. Then each of the rules below is assigned a
weight and the rule with the maximum weight
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Table 11 Comparison between various NN and GP
models in the aphasia domain

Methodology Classification
accuracy in
test set (%)

NN (spontaneous speech model) 86.0
NN (comprehensive model) 92.4
Machine learning 68.5
Standard-GP 90.8
CRBS-GP1a 79.8
CRBS-GP1b 84.6
FRBS-GP 79.1
‘‘fires’’, offering the output of the system. Thus,
these rules are part of a fuzzy mechanism and they
should not be used without a fuzzy classifier. They
can give though, a rough explanation of the system’s
decision methodology.
(a) If
 B2 is R40 and B1 is R40 and V0 is R60 and C3 is
R0 then Broca aphasia
(b) If
 B4 is R0 and D B1 is R40 and C1 is R0 then Broca
aphasia
(c) If
 B4 is R0 and C1 is R0 and C1 is R0 and B2 is R50
then Broca aphasia
(d) If
 B1 is R40 and C1 is R0 then Wernicke aphasia

(e) If
 B4 is R0 and B2 is R40 and N0 is R100 then

Wernicke aphasia

(f) If
 V0 is R60 and V0 is R60 and B2 is R50 then

Wernicke aphasia

(g) If
 N2 is R40 and B2 is R50 and V0 is R60 and B2 is

R40 and P1 is medium and C1 is R0 and V0 is R40
and C1 is R0 then Wernicke aphasia
(h) If
 B2 is R40 and V0 is R40 then Wernicke aphasia

(i) If
 C0 is R0 and P1 is Medium and N2 is R40 then

Global aphasia

(j) If
 N0 is R100 then Anomic aphasia

(k) If
 B2 is R40 and B1 is R40 and C1 is R0 then

Anomic aphasia
Figure 4 Some of the cells found in cervix: (A) parabasal
denoted PARA, (B) intermediate denoted INTER, (C) super-
ficial squamous epithelia denoted SUPER, (D) columnar
epithelium denoted CYL, (E—F) mild, moderate and
severe non-keratinizing dysplasia (source: [8]).
The above fuzzy rule base classified correctly the
79.1% of the test data. As it can be seen, these rules
can be further simplified, while identical antece-
dent sets exist in different rules which classify the
same class.

2.6. Comparison between models for the
aphasia problem

As it is shown in Table 10, the results are competitive
to other GP-implementations. The accuracy of these
rules in the training data approaches 100% and it
ranges between 79.8 and 84.6% in test data. Since
this paper’s approach had 88.5% accuracy in the
training data and 79.1% in the test data, it seems
that, in this application domain, rather the fuzzy
rules are those providing more robust generaliza-
tion.

The GP results remain however less accurate than
the best neural net model. Despite that fact, the
suggested approach offers an additional advantage
over those of NN’s (where prior domain knowledge is
generally needed) and it was used in that case for
the selection of inputs. The Standard-GP model is
referred to the system of Section 2.5.2. The model
CRBS-GP1a, is composed by Rules #1, #2a, #3
and the CRBS-GP1b consists of the Rules #1, #2b,
#3 (see Section 2.5.3.1 and Section 2.5.3.2, respec-
tively).
3. The pap-smear test

3.1. Description of the pap-smear test
problem

Using a small brush, a cotton stick or wooden stick, a
specimen is taken from the uterine cervix and
transferred onto a thin, rectangular glass plate
(slide). The specimen (smear) is stained using the
Papanicolaou method. This makes it possible to see
characteristics of cells more clearly in amicroscope.
The purpose of the smear screening, is to diagnose
pre-malignant cell changes before they progress to
cancer. Smears contain mainly two types of cells:
squamous epithelial cells and columnar epithelial
cells (Fig. 4). The columnar epithelium is found in
the upper part of cervix, and the squamous epithe-
lium in the lower part (Fig. 5). The screening of
smears is done by a cyto-technologist and/or cyto-
pathologist. It is time consuming, as each slide may
contain up to 300,000 cells.

The columnar epithelium consists of a single
layer of cells, resting on the basal membrane.
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Figure 5 Schematic drawing of the uterus and the
cervix. The drawing also shows the transformation zone
where the exocervical squamous epithelium meets the
endocervical columnar epithelium (source: [8]).
Underneath the columnar epithelium are the
reserve cells, which can multiply to produce squa-
mous metaplasia. The nucleus is located at the
bottom of the cytoplasm. When viewed from the
top, the area of the nucleus will seem large when
compared to the area of its cytoplasm. Viewed from
the side, the cytoplasm will seem larger (Fig. 4(d)).
The area of the nucleus is �50 mm2 and it is darker
than the surrounding cytoplasm. The squamous
epithelium is divided into four layers; the basal,
parabasal, intermediate and superficial layer.

The cells of the basal layer lie on the basal
membrane, and they produce the cells of the over-
lying layers. The most mature cells are found in the
superficial layer. Cells of the basal and parabasal
layers are round, with nuclei of �50 mm2 and cyto-
plasm of 200—300 mm2 (Fig. 4(a)). Cells of the inter-
mediate and superficial layers have small nuclei of
20—35 mm2 and large cytoplasm of 800—1600 mm2

(Fig. 4(b) and (c)).
Dysplasic cells are cells that have undergone pre-

cancerous changes. They generally have larger and
darker nuclei and have a tendency to cling together
in large clusters. Squamous dysplasia is divided into
three classes: mild, moderate, and severe (Fig. 4(e—
g)). Mild dysplasic cells have enlarged and light
nuclei. For moderate dysplasic cells, the nuclei
are larger and darker. The nuclei may have begun
to deteriorate, which is seen as a granulation of
the nuclei. In the last stage of pre-cancerous
changes, severe dysplasia, the nuclei are large, dark
and often deformed. The cytoplasm of severe dys-
plasia is dark and small when compared to the
nuclei. More details for the pap-smear problem,
as well as other attempts to develop efficient intel-
ligent approaches on the pap-smear problem can be
found in [39—42].
3.2. The pap-smear problem methodology

The entire data set consists of 450 pap-smear cases
belonging to seven (7) different classes. These
classes are defined and symbolized as follows:

Class 1: columnar epithelium (CYL), class 2: para-
basal (PARA), class 3: intermediate (INTER), class 4:
superficial squamus epithelia (SUPER), class 5: mild
non-keratinizing dysplasia (DYS), class 6: Moderate
DYS, class 7: severe DYS.

For the machine learning approach we used the
above division of the data in seven (7) classes, while
for most of the genetic programming approaches we
decided to unify classes 5—7 into one single class, as
it seems that there is some confusion in discriminat-
ing among the three (3) dysplasia classes (the char-
acterization as mild, moderate and severe, is
related to the number per sample of the dysplasic
cells found, and some times is confusing).

Specifically, according to the PST-GP model pre-
sented in Section 1.3, for the pap-smear database, k
(i.e. number of classes) has the value of five (5).
Thus four simple rules in total are needed initially
for discriminating among the five classes. Then four
(4) extra rules are discovered and added to the final
rule-base, until an adequate classification perfor-
mance is obtained for the pap-smear data. In the
following sections, it is shown that the rules are
characterised by a high degree of generalisation,
they are compact, clear and effective for classifying
new (test) cases. It is worth to note also that, as
always in evolutionary programming approaches,
several competitive configurations may exist, that
could possibly classify the examined data set in a
superior way, but the overall genetic-based
approach is a time-consuming process, demanding
high computing power and repeated experimenta-
tion. In that sense, the current results although
powerful and meaningful should rather be consid-
ered indicative. As in the aphasia domain, the crisp
rule-based system is compared with machine learn-
ing and standard GP results, which are primarily
presented and analysed.

3.3. Results and discussion for the pap-
smear test problem

3.3.1. Machine learning
We conducted several experiments with the use of
C4.5 for various settings (data set: 450 cases), which
gave accuracy on the training data, ranging from
94.6 to 99.8%. The classifier was obtained rapidly
and its performance could be characterized very
high. However, the accuracy on the test data (10-
fold cross-validation experiments) showed a con-
siderable lower performance, with the accuracy
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Table 12 Pap-smear rule-strength for the standard
GP procedure

Rule # Correct classification
in the test set (%)

1 95.91
2 97.72
3 94.87
4 100
5 72.41
6 68.42
ranging this time, between 66.8 and 70%. Misclassi-
fication appeared to be somewhat uniform among
all classes (perhaps due to an increased confusion
among classes 5—7, as shall be stated later). Boost-
ing did not really affect the algorithm’s perfor-
mance (accuracy in test set raised up to 73.0%,
but with considerable loss of comprehensibility of
the model). The most important rules proved to be
the following (achieving a 95.2—97.9% probability of
correct classification of a test case, by the applica-
tion of the specific rule applied):

Rule 5 (cover 40): If {K/C > 0.04364768} and
{Kerne_Ycol � 0.4} and {Cyto_Ycol � 0.66} and
{CytoMax > 49} ! (then) class 2 (PARA) [0.952]

Rule 8 (cover 45): If {K/C � 0.04364768} and
{KerneLong > 8.23} and {CytoLong > 52.39}
and {KernePeri > 27.56} ! (then) class 3 (INTER)
[0.979]

The meaning of the symbolic names are as fol-
lows: K/C is the ratio between nucleus area and
cytoplasm area, Kerne_Ycol is the nucleus intensity,
Cyto_Ycol is the cytoplasm intensity, CytoMax is
the number of maxima in the cytoplasm, KerneLong
is the nucleus longest diameter, CytoLong is the
cytoplasm longest diameter, and KernePeri is
the nucleus perimeter. The measurement unit is
microns or 10�6 m (see more details for the defini-
tions of the decision variables in the Appendix A,
Fig. 7).

3.3.2. Standard genetic programming
As a second step, we applied standard genetic
programming for the production of discriminating
mathematical expressions. We selected to use for
the training set 90% of the data. The rest 10%
composed the test set. All seven (7) classes were
used to discriminate the pap-smear data, according
to the standard GP-approach. The intention was to
produce six (6) rules, in a form of a mathematical
expression that would perform the following heur-
istic classification scheme:
(a) R
ule 1 distinguishes class 1 from classes 2—7

(b) R
ule 2 distinguishes class 2 from classes 3—7

(c) R
ule 3 distinguishes class 3 from classes 4—7

(d) R
ule 4 distinguishes class 4 from classes 5—7

(e) R
ule 5 distinguishes class 5 from classes 6 and 7

(f) R
ule 6 distinguishes class 6 from class 7
Similarly to the aphasia domain, the classification
was applied using the result of the mathematical
expression. Thus, when the result was zero (0) or
positive, then we considered a true value, and when
then result was negative we suggested a false out-
come.
For all the produced rules in the training set, the
rule-strength ranged from 94.9 to 100% except for
Rules #5 and #6, which means that the overall
accuracy on the training data approaches exceeded
90%. The above results lead to the conclusion that
additional information might needed than the infor-
mation contained in our entire aphasia database, in
order to discriminate between classes #5—#7. For
example, the number of dysplasic cells contained
into a certain area might be useful information. This
is the reason why in the next genetic programming
approach (Section 3.3.3) described below, we
selected to unify classes #5—#7 into a single class
(that of dysplasia). In detail, the corresponding
classification accuracy for the test data is shown
in Table 12.

It is seen from the table above, that the classi-
fication accuracy drops dramatically when trying to
discriminate between dysplasia classes. When we
treat these three dysplasia classes as one single
class, the overall classification accuracy for the
set of the four remaining rules reaches 88.91%. As
in the aphasia problem, the types of operators used
in the genetic process were addition, subtraction,
multiplication, protected division and the hyper-
bolic function. The resulted formulas are presented
in prefix format (Lisp-like) below, where ADD
denotes addition, SUB denotes subtraction, MUL
denotes multiplication, DIV denotes division
and TANH denotes the hyperbolic tangent (for the
meaning of decision variables refer to Appendix A,
Fig. 7).
� R
ule 1: (MUL (SUB (TANH (SUB Ky CM)) (MUL (ADD
CR (ADD (SUB (TANH (SUB (SUB (MUL (SUB CS KS)
KP) (ADD KL (ADD (MUL (TANH (MUL KS CY)) KC)
KS))) Cy)) KC) (DIV KS 79))) Kp)) (SUB (MUL (DIV CR
73) (SUB KP (MUL Km CS))) (SUB CY KC)))
� R
ule 2: (SUB (SUB (TANH (ADD (ADD (TANH CY)
(SUB (DIV KM KY) KA)) (ADD (TANH (DIV Kx (MUL
(ADD Cm KA) (TANH Km)))) (TANH (DIV (ADD CP 73)
(TANH (TANH (DIV CY (DIV 108 KY))))))))) CY)
(ADD CY (TANH (TANH (DIV (ADD Cm Km) (DIV 75
KY))))))
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� R
ule 3: (MUL (TANH (DIV (MUL (SUB KA CL) (SUB
(TANH (ADD CE (MUL (ADD (SUB KP 43) (MUL CL
(TANH (ADD (SUB KP 43) (MUL KR KC))))) KC))) KR))
(MUL (ADD (TANH (MUL CL KC)) CE) CR))) (TANH
(ADD (ADD (SUB KP 43) (MUL CL KC)) (MUL 124
KC))))
� R
ule 4: (DIV KA CS)

� R
ule 5: (ADD (SUB (DIV (DIV (MUL KP KL) (ADD (SUB

Kx Ky) (DIV 59 KS))) CM) (TANH (SUB (MUL CE (SUB
(MUL KP CS) CM)) Cy))) (DIV (MUL KP KS) (ADD (SUB
CA 44) (SUB (DIV (ADD CA (DIV (MUL KP KS) (SUB CS
KS))) (SUB (MUL CS KS) Ky)) Cy))))
� R
ule 6: (SUB (DIV (SUB (TANH (SUB (SUB KM (SUB
(DIV (DIV Cy KC) Ky) (TANH (ADD (DIV Ky (ADD PI
CM)) Km)))) Km)) (SUB (DIV Ky (ADD PI CM)) KE))
(SUB (SUB Ky (DIV (MUL PI Cy) (SUB (SUB 84 KM)
Km))) Km)) (TANH (SUB Km (SUB (SUB 79 KM)
KM))))
Generally, the process did not produce interpre-
table results for medical doctors although these
results obtained a satisfactory level of classifica-
tion accuracy compared to other genetic program-
ming approaches for the pap-smear data set.
An exception should be considered Rule #4,
which appears a surprisingly high probability of
correct classification in new data (100%), while
it’s meaning is simple and comprehensible by
experts (KA/CS represents the nucleus area
divided by the cytoplasm shortest diameter). In
fact this rule was not unknown to medical staff,
while it was already used to characterize class 4
cells (superficial) between other types of cells
and thus, the standard GP-procedure just revealed
this criterion, in other words it seems to have been
able to generalize adequately over the pap-smear
data.

3.3.3. PST-GP: Genetic programming for the
production of a crisp rule-based system
The next step was to determine crisp decision rules.
In this approach, the available data were separated
in two halves. The first half was used for the training
phase of the system and the second half for the test
phase. After each termination of the training pro-
cedure, we selected the expression that managed to
obtain good results also in the test set. This selec-
tion corresponds to our intention to select those
expressions that could generalize, thus avoiding
solutions over-fitted to the training sets. In total,
for the training and the test phase, 50 cases were
used as input to represent each of the classes 1—4
and other 250 cases for the representation of dys-
plasic cases (belonging to classes 5—7, all assumed
and handled as one class in this experimentation).
This was a result of the fact that most attempts to
create generalizing rules (i.e. to have good
performance in the test set) between classes 5—7,
failed in the experiments performed. The training
procedure followed in these cases, always resulted
in over-fitting rules. Nevertheless, as noted in the
previous subsection, the distinction between these
classes usually depends on the number of the dys-
plasic cells found in the smear. This number (data
not available to us) helps medical doctors to distinct
a dysplasic case as mild, moderate, or severe dys-
plasia.

After the balancing of the available data into
training and test groups, seven (7) rules were
decided to be extracted in order to separate cells
belonging to different classes, according to the
following heuristic strategy (the classes shown for
each rule denote also the corresponding training and
test set for that rule):
� R
ule 1: Separation of classes 1, 2 (CYL and PARA)
from classes 3, 4 (INTER and SUPER)
� R
ule 2: Separation of class 3 (INTER) from class 4
(SUPER)
� R
ule 3: Separation of class 3 (INTER) from classes
5—7 (DYSPLASIC)
� R
ule 4: Separation of class 1 (CYL) from class 2
(PARA)
� R
ule 5: Separation of class 4 (SUPER) from classes
5—7 (DYSPLASIC)
� R
ule 6: Separation of class 1 (CYL) from classes 5—
7 (DYSPLASIC)
� R
ule 7: Separation of class 2 (PARA) from classes
5— 7 (DYSPLASIC)
The rules that achieved better performance,
after the training process, both in the training
and test set, (proof of generalization) are presented
in Table 13. As in the aphasia domain, in this
problem, fitness of one (1) denotes a perfect fit
on the selected set. Also, sensitivity and specificity
of value one (1) denote perfect performance
whereas value of zero (0) denotes poor perfor-
mance. Simplicity values are normalized in [0,1]
with a value of zero (0) denoting a 50-node expres-
sion and a value of one (1) denoting a single node
expression.

Finally, these seven (7) rules acquired from the
PST-GP approach, are presented below, where, Ky is
the nucleus intensity, Cm is the cytoplasm maxima,
KP is the nucleus position in cytoplasm, KM denotes
nucleus maxima, CS is the cytoplasm’s shortest
diameter, CR is the cytoplasm’s roundness, KC
denotes the nucleus—cytoplasm ratio of areas, CY
is the cytoplasm’s intensity, CL is the cytoplasm’s
longest diameter, KA is the nucleus area, and KR
represents the nucleus roundness):
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Table 13 Pap-smear results for each of the rules of PST-GP

Rule # Training data Test data Simplicity

Fitness Sensitivity Specificity Missed
cases

Fitness Sensitivity Specificity Missed
cases

1 1 1 1 0 0.98969 1 0.979592 1 0.986577
2 1 1 1 0 0.959933 0.923077 1 2 0.986577
3 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.932886
4 1 1 1 0 0.959933 0.923077 1 2 0.946309
5 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0.986577
6 0.876202 0.833333 0.942308 10 0.891525 0.71875 0.988889 10 0.986577
7 1 1 1 0 0.952278 0.884615 0.991667 4 0.939597
� R
ule 1: Ky < Cm

� R
ule 2: KP > 28

� R
ule 3: KM < CS

� R
ule 4: (CR � KC) and ((Kp/CR) � CY)

� R
ule 5: CL > KA

� R
ule 6: KA > 112

� R
ule 7: KA < (KM/KY)

In order to provide a complete classification
scheme, the flowchart in Fig. 7 (see Appendix A)

is constructed. The percentages in parenthesis
accompanying each rule represent the correct
classification that this rule obtains, according to
the available data. The following eight (8) diagnos-
tic steps correspond to the aforementioned
rule diagram (Fig. 7). The sequence of execution
of these steps is very important, as only if a higher-
order step (i.e. rule) is not true, should the evalua-
tion proceed to the next step.
1. If
 KerneY < CytoMin and KernePeri > 28 and
KerneMax < CytoShort then cell class is INTER
(class 3), else:
2. If
 KerneY < CytoMin and KernePeri > 28 and
KerneMax � CytoShort then cell class is DYS
(classes 5—7), else:
3. If
 KerneY < CytoMin and KernePeri � 28 and
CytoLong > Kerne_A then cell class is SUPER
(class 4), else:
4. If
 KerneY < CytoMin and KernePeri � 28 and
CytoLong � Kerne_A then cell class is DYS
(classes 5—7), else:
5. If
 KerneY � CytoMin and [(CytoRund � KC) and
(KernePos/CytoRund � Cyto_Ycol)] and Kerne_A
< (KerneMax/KerneYcol) then PARA (class 2)
6. If
 KerneY � CytoMin and [(CytoRund � KC) and
(KernePos/CytoRund � Cyto_Ycol)] and Kerne_A
� (KerneMax/KerneYcol) then DYS (classes 5—7)
7. If
 KerneY � CytoMin and [not (CytoRund � KC)
and (KernePos/CytoRund � Cyto_Ycol)] and Ker-
ne_A > 112 then CYL (class 1)
8. If
 KerneY � CytoMin and [not (CytoRund � KC)
and (KernePos/CytoRund � Cyto_Ycol)] and Ker-
ne_A � 112 then DYS (classes 5—7)
The rule-strength of each diagnostic step of the
above PST-GP approach is 90.42% for steps 1 and 2,
raises up to 97.96% for steps 3 and 4, reaches an
88.46% for step 5 and an almost prefect classifica-
tion rate of 99.17% for step 6, drops down to 66.35%
for step 7 and finally reaches 91.28% for the last
diagnostic step. By rule-strength of a diagnostic
step, we mean the correct classification of test data
according to the rules of this step. For example, the
first step separates intermediate cells from the rest
of the cell types, and it classifies correctly as inter-
mediate cells the 90.42% of the cases tested. Then
the second step applies only if the first one fails to
work as classifier, and the case is then classified as a
class 5—7 (dysplasia), or it has to be tested by steps
no. 3—8.

The acquired results are rated adequate in
terms of comprehensibility, usability, accuracy,
and ability to generalize. However, constraints
such as KerneY < CytoMin and KerneMax �
CytoShort make no physical sense, since they
concern incompatible measurement units, e.g. it
makes no sense to compare the nucleus intensity
with the number of minima found in the
cytoplasm (first inequality). Yet, the complete
rule-based scheme used for classification, was not
easily interpretable and it does not correspond to
known diagnostic models used by pap-smear test
experts.
4. Conclusions and further research

This paper presented GP-based hybrid intelligent
methodologies for the construction of rule-based
medical decision systems. Two medical domains
were considered. Both domains, the aphasia and
the pap-smear test databases, have not yet
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obtained standard benchmarking classification
rates. Furthermore, most records either in the
aphasia database or in the pap-smear data set con-
tains a number of quite subjective observations and
estimations made by experts (i.e. medical doctors),
a fact that renders both application domains diffi-
cult to standardise and model accurately. This is a
main reason why we selected to test various intel-
Figure 6 Rule flow-chart for classification of differ
ligent methodologies in order to be able to draw
conclusions and comparisons on both, the effective-
ness of the proposed hybrid intelligent models and
the appropriateness of the application domains.
Results have shown that, generally, machine learn-
ing performs poor in both medical domains. Existing
results in literature, using neural network models,
offer the highest accuracy, however they require
ent types of aphasia corresponding to CRBS-GP2.
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feature selection and configuration. Our standard–—
GP results, with a GP procedure for symbolic regres-
sion, offer the best accuracy among GP-solutions,
though they lack interpretability. The accuracy of
Figure 7 Rule flowchart for classification between diffe
classification on test data of the acquired GP crisp
and fuzzy rule bases is lower than the accuracy
achieved by neural networks and higher than the
accuracy obtained by machine learning. These GP
rent types of cervical cells corresponding to PST-GP.
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crisp and fuzzy rule bases however, retain higher
comprehensibility, as compared with the competi-
tive methodologies, when criticized by medical
experts.

Specifically, the aphasia diagnosis problem con-
sisted the first medical application domain to test,
through the aphasia database maintained in Aachen
Medical School, Department of Anatomy (Germany).
Initially, two crisp models were constructed and
used for the diagnosis of aphasia. Our methodology
consisted of a genetic programming core and a
supporting heuristic rule-based classification sys-
tem. The first model was implemented only for
the four (4) major types of aphasia. This approach
enabled the authors to draw conclusions on the
model’s effectiveness as compared to previous
intelligent techniques found in literature [37].
The results were comprehensible for medical
experts and they could be characterized as almost
equivalent to previous approaches [37]. They have
also enabled the experts to draw conclusions or, to
reconfirm known medical results in some cases. The
other proposed crisp classification model was
applied to the full range of aphasia’s subtypes, in
order to be able to operate as an assisting (black-box
architecture oriented) decision tool. These latter
results were not much comprehensible, however a
relatively high accuracy was still obtained in the test
data set.

As a next step, a genetic programming model for
the construction of fuzzy rule-based systems was
considered. Results were comparable to those of
crisp rule-based systems, however the difference in
classification accuracy between the training and the
test data was significantly less (�10% for the FRBS-
GP model, versus �20% for the CRBS-GP1 model).
This outcome may denote the fuzziness involved in
the data, offering more generalizing capabilities on
the FRBS-GP model.

Our work on the pap-smear diagnosis problem
proposed and tested a similar intelligent methodol-
ogy for the construction of crisp rule-based medical
decision systems. We initially combined the genetic
programming search with a heuristic scheme for
classification, in order to obtain a rule-based deci-
sion output. This domain was considered particu-
larly suitable for genetic programming approaches,
due to the completeness of the smear database and
the numerical (and quite accurate) nature of the
data. Results were rather comprehensible and could
prove further useful for the construction of compu-
ter-based systems for medical assistance in pap-
smear diagnosis. Comparison with other competi-
tive approaches does not exist in literature for the
same sample of data (available at: http://fuz-
zy.iau.dtu.dk/smear/). Our prime intention has
always been to produce comprehensible and sensi-
ble rules that potentially help medical doctors to
extract conclusions, often at the expense of a higher
classification score achievement. Thus, we primarily
promoted small-sized solutions throughout the
whole training phase, sometimes receiving solutions
even with lower classification accuracy, in order to
finally get a reasonable rule-based scheme. In most
cases this aim was achieved, producing rules with
very small size. For example, 5/7 rules obtained
from the application of the PST-GP approach on the
pap-smear problem are very simple. Our future
intention is to provide solutions using alternative
methodologies or different model configurations in
order to obtain transparent results. On the other
hand, the validation of a methodology intended for
medical assistance, makes real sense when tested in
real world conditions, next to a medical expert,
applied on newly acquired data corresponding to
patient records. Finally, two other ways of using
further the proposed hybrid scheme for the pap-
smear problem could be the discovery of new diag-
nostic medical knowledge, as well as the construc-
tion of training computer programs for related
novice medical staff.
Appendix A

Please see Figs. 6 and 7.
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